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ESTIMATING THE RETURN TO SCHOOLING: PROGRESS
ON SOME PERSISTENT ECONOMETRIC PROBLEMS

BY DAVID CARD1

This paper reviews a set of recent studies that have attempted to measure the causal
effect of education on labor market earnings by using institutional features of the supply
side of the education system as exogenous determinants of schooling outcomes. A simple
theoretical model that highlights the role of comparative advantage in the optimal
schooling decision is presented and used to motivate an extended discussion of economet-
ric issues, including the properties of ordinary least squares and instrumental variables
estimators. A review of studies that have used compulsory schooling laws, differences in
the accessibility of schools, and similar features as instrumental variables for completed
education, reveals that the resulting estimates of the return to schooling are typically as
big or bigger than the corresponding ordinary least squares estimates. One interpretation
of this finding is that marginal returns to education among the low-education subgroups
typically affected by supply-side innovations tend to be relatively high, reflecting their high
marginal costs of schooling, rather than low ability that limits their return to education.

KEYWORDS: Returns to education, ability bias, random coefficients.

OVER THE PAST DECADE there has been a resurgence of interest in the study of
the causal links between education and labor market success. Part of this
renewed interest stems from a rise in the ‘‘return’’ to education, especially in the
U.S. labor market, and a search for the causes of the growing disparities

Ž Ž ..between more and less-educated workers Katz and Autor 1999 . Part is
attributable to the revival of interest in the determinants of economic growth,

Žand a new focus on the role of human capital in the development process Topel
Ž ..1999 . Finally, many countries are experiencing rapid growth in their secondary
and post-secondary school enrollment rates, leading to a concern about the
relative costs and benefits of higher education for those who were not previously
receiving it.

In addition to the stimulus provided by these key substantive issues, interest
in the joint structure of education and earnings has been heightened by the
belief that some progress has been made�and more may follow�in the very
difficult task of uncovering the causal effect of education in labor market
outcomes. The basic idea underlying this new thrust of research is that institu-
tional features of the education system can be used to form credible instrumen-
tal variables for individual schooling outcomes that can cut through the Gordian
Knot of endogenous schooling and unobserved ability. The use of supply-side
variables to help resolve identification problems on the demand side of the

1Fisher-Schultz Lecture delivered to the European Meeting of the Econometric Society, Septem-
ber, 1998. I am grateful to Joshua Angrist, Michael Boozer, Ken Chay, Andrew Hildreth, Alan
Krueger, and a co-editor for comments on earlier versions of this material, and to James Powell for
helpful discussions.
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education market is a natural outgrowth of standard econometric practice.
Nevertheless, the idea attracted very little attention in the first wave of microe-
conometric studies of education and earnings in the 1960’s and 1970’s. Indeed, it
is one of the few methodological issues that is not discussed thoroughly in

Ž .Griliches’ 1977 landmark survey of the first-wave literature.
In this paper, I present a survey and partial synthesis of the recent literature

that has used ‘‘supply-side’’ features of the education system to help identify the
causal effect of education. In interpreting this literature I believe it is helpful to
work from a theoretical and econometric viewpoint that explicitly recognizes the
possibility that returns to education may vary across the population, depending
on such characteristics as family background and ability. This perspective helps
to reconcile various findings in the literature, and also provides a useful
framework for generating new hypotheses and insights about the connection
between education and earnings.

The paper begins with the presentation of a simple theoretical model of
endogenous schooling. This model is then used to motivate an extended discus-
sion of various econometric issues. Finally, I present a selective review of the
recent literature on estimating the economic returns to education, drawing on
studies of the U.S. and other developed economies, as well as a handful of
studies of developing economies.

1. A MODEL OF ENDOGENOUS SCHOOLING

Most of the conceptual issues underlying the interpretation of recent studies
of the return to education can be illustrated in the framework of a simple model

Ž .that builds on Becker 1967 . In such a model individuals face a market
opportunity locus that gives the level of earnings associated with alternative
schooling choices, and reach an optimal schooling decision by balancing the

Ž .benefits of higher schooling which are reaped over the lifecycle against the
Ž .costs which are born early on . Traditionally, it is assumed that individuals seek

to maximize the discounted present value of earnings, net of schooling costs
Ž Ž ..see, e.g., Willis 1986 . This is appropriate if people can borrow or lend at a
fixed interest rate, and if they are indifferent between attending school or
working during their late teens and early twenties. More generally, however,
different individuals may have different aptitudes and tastes for schooling
relative to work, and this variation may lead to differences in the optimal level
of schooling across individuals.

Assume that individuals have an infinite planning horizon that starts at the
Ž .minimum school-leaving age t�0 and that they accrue a flow of utility in

Ž .period t that depends on consumption c t in period t and on whether they are
Ž .in school and working part time or out of school and working full time. Utility

Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .while in school is u c t �� t and utility out of school is u c t , where u � is
Ž .an increasing concave function and � t is a convex function that reflects the
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RETURN TO SCHOOLING 1129

relative disutility of school versus work for the t th year of schooling.2 Finally,
assume that individuals discount future utility flows at a subjective discount rate
�, and make a once-for-all decision on when to leave school.3 Lifecycle utility,
conditional on schooling S and a given consumption profile is

�S �� t �� tŽ Ž .. Ž Ž Ž . Ž ... Ž Ž ..V S, c t � u c t �� t e dt� u c t e dt .H H
0 S

Ž .Let y S, t denote real earnings at age t of an individual who has completed S
Ž . 4years of post-compulsory schooling with t�S�0 . Assume that individuals

Ž .who are in school at time t work part time and earn p t , and pay tuition costs
Ž .of T t . Moreover, assume that the individual can borrow or lend freely at a

fixed interest rate R. Under these conditions the intertemporal budget con-
straint is

� �S�R t �R t �R tŽ . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .c t e dt� p t �T t e dt� y S, t e dt .H H H
0 0 S

An individual’s optimal schooling choice and optimal consumption path
maximize

Ž Ž . . Ž Ž ..� S, c t , � �V S, c t
� S�R t �R tŽ . Ž Ž . Ž ..�� c t e dt� p t �T t e dtH H½

0 0

�
�R tŽ .� y S, t e dt .H 5

S

The derivative of this expression with respect to S is

Ž Ž . . �R S� Ž . Ž .4� S, c t , � ��e MB S �MC S ,S

where

�
�R	Ž . Ž .MB S � 
 y S, S�	 �
Se d	H

0

2 Ž . Ž .In principle � S can be negative if schooling is preferred to work or positive. For simplicity I
am treating hours of work both during and after the completion of school as exogenous.

3 Ž .Card and Lemieux 2000 examine school-leaving behavior of young men and women in the
National Longitudinal Survey of Youth and find that about one quarter of those who leave school
return at some point in the future. However, more than half of the returners complete one semester

Ž .or less of additional schooling. Angrist and Newey 1991 study the earnings changes associated with
education increments acquired after young men first enter the labor market on a full-time basis.

4 Ž .The earnings function y S, t may reflect productivity and�or signaling effects or higher
schooling. As noted below, some recent studies identify the causal effect of education by comparing
schooling and earnings differences across cohorts or other groups. In the presence of signaling
effects the ‘‘returns’’ to schooling estimated in this way may differ from the earnings gains expected
by any given individual in the group.
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Žrepresents the marginal benefit of the Sth unit of schooling expressed in period
.S dollars , and

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . �Ž ��R.S Ž .MC S �y S, S �p S �T S �1��e � S

Žrepresents the marginal cost of the Sth unit of schooling also in period S
. Ž . Ž .dollars . Notice that if � S �0, then MC S is independent of preferences and

Ž Ž . Ž ..depends only on the net opportunity cost of schooling y S, S �p S plus
Ž Ž .. Ž .tuition costs T S . Otherwise, MC S also includes a term capturing the

relative disutility of school versus work.
Ž . Ž .Assuming that MC S rises faster than MB S , a necessary and sufficient

Ž . Ž .condition for an optimal schooling choice is that MC S �MB S . To proceed,
assume that log earnings are additively separable in education and years of

Ž Ž ..post-schooling experience Mincer 1974 . Then the earnings function can be
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . .written as y S, t � f S h t�S with h 0 �1 , and the marginal benefit of the

Sth unit of schooling is

�
�R	Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .MB S � f � S h 	 e d	� f � S H R ,H

0

Ž .where H R is a decreasing function of the interest rate. In particular, if
Ž Ž . .earnings are fixed after the completion of schooling i.e., h t �1 for all t then

Ž .H R �1�R. More generally, if earnings follow a concave lifecycle profile, then
Ž . Ž .H R �1� R�g , where g is the constant growth rate that is ‘‘equivalent’’ to

Ž � g	 �R	 � Ž . �R	 .the lifecycle profile i.e. H e �e d	�H h 	 e d	 .0 0
Under separability, the marginal costs and marginal benefits of additional

schooling are equated when

Ž . Ž . Ž .f � S �f S �1�H R

� Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . �Ž� �R.S Ž . Ž .4� 1� T S �p S �f S �1��e � S �f S .

The left-hand side of this expression is the proportional increase in earnings
Ž .per year associated with the Sth unit of schooling. The right-hand side is the
annuitized marginal cost of the Sth unit of schooling, expressed as a fraction of
foregone earnings. Ignoring tuition costs and earnings while in school, and any
disutility of schooling relative to work, and assuming that earnings are fixed over

Ž . Ž .the lifecycle, this expression reduces to the well-known condition f � S �f S �R
Ž Ž ..see, e.g., Willis 1986 , which implies that individuals invest in schooling until
the marginal return is equal to the interest rate.

Ž Ž .. Ž .To consider a more general case, assume that u c t � log c t . Then the first
order conditions for an optimal consumption profile, together with the lifecycle
budget constraint, imply that

S�R S �R tŽ . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .1���� e f S H R � p t �T t e dt ��W S ,H½ 5
0

Ž .where W S is the value of lifecycle wealth associated with the schooling choice
S. Assume further that part-time earnings while in school are approximately
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RETURN TO SCHOOLING 1131

Ž Ž . Ž ..equal to tuition costs i.e., T S �p S . Then an optimal schooling choice
satisfies the condition

Ž . Ž . Ž . �� S Ž . Ž .1 f � S �f S �R�g�� e � S �d S .

Relative to the baseline case that ignores preferences for school versus work
and post-schooling earnings growth, this expression introduces two additional
considerations to the determination of optimal schooling. First, the interest rate
must be adjusted to reflect lifecycle earnings growth. Second, marginal cost has
to account for the relative disutility of attending the Sth year of schooling.5

Ž .Inspection of equation 1 suggests that individual heterogeneity in the
optimal schooling choice can arise from one of two sources: differences in the
economic benefits of schooling, represented by heterogeneity in the marginal

Ž . Ž .return to schooling f � S �f S ; or differences in the marginal costs of schooling,
Ž .represented by heterogeneity in d S . A simple specification of these hetero-

geneity components is

Ž . Ž . Ž .2 f � S �f S �b �k S,i 1

Ž . Ž .3 d S � r �k S,i 2

where b and r are random variables with means b and r and second momentsi i
� 2, � 2, and � , and k and k are nonnegative constants.6 These assumptionsb r br 1 2
imply that the optimal schooling choice is linear in the individual-specific
heterogeneity terms:

Ž . Ž .4 S � b � r �k ,i i i

where k�k �k is assumed to be strictly positive.1 2
Ž .At the equilibrium level of schooling described by equation 4 individual i’s

marginal return to schooling is

Ž . �b �k S �b 1�k �k � r k �k .i i 1 i i 1 i 1

This model gives rise to a nondegenerate distribution of marginal returns across
the population unless one of two conditions is satisfied: k �0 and r � r for all2 i

5A more complex expression arises if part time earnings while in school do not fully offset tuition.
Ž Ž . Ž . .For example, if tuition costs and part time earnings are constant T t �T ; p t �p , it can be

shown that

Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. �� S Ž .d S � R�g � 1� T�p �f S �� e � S

� Ž R S . Ž . Ž . Ž .�� 1� e �1 � R�g �R� T�p �f S .

If tuition costs are small relative to lifetime earnings, the term in square brackets is close to 1,
implying

Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. �� S Ž .d S � R�g � 1� T�p �f S �� e � S .
6 Note that if individuals are indifferent between school and work, then k �0 and r �R�g. In2 i

this case variation in r arises because individuals face different interest rates, or differential growthi
Ž . Ž .in lifecycle earnings. More generally, � S is a convex function of S and equation 3 can be

Ž .regarded as a linear approximation to d S .
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DAVID CARD1132

Ž Ž . .i a situation to which Becker 1967 referred as ‘‘equality of opportunity’’ ; or
Žk �0 and b �b for all i a case to which Becker referred as ‘‘equality of1 i

7. � � � �ability’’ . The average marginal return to education is �E  �E b �k Si i 1 i
�b�k S. This is the expected increase in average log earnings if a random1
sample of the population acquired an additional unit of education. As will be
discussed in more detail below,  is not necessarily the relevant marginal return
for evaluating any particular schooling intervention. Nevertheless, it forms a
useful benchmark against which to compare the probability limit of various
estimators of the return to schooling.

For the labor market as a whole the distribution of marginal returns to
schooling is endogenous: a greater supply of highly-educated workers will
presumably lower b, and might also affect other characteristics of the distribu-
tion of b .8 From the perspective of a cohort of young adults deciding on theiri
education, however, the distribution of returns to education is arguably exoge-

Ž .nous. I therefore prefer to interpret equation 4 as a partial equilibrium
description of the relative education choices of a cohort, given the institutional
environment and economic conditions that prevailed during their late teens and
early twenties. Differences across cohorts in these background factors will lead
to further variation in the distribution of marginal returns to education in the
population as a whole.

2. ECONOMETRIC ISSUES RAISED BY ENDOGENOUS SCHOOLING

A. OLS Estimates of the Return to Schooling

To understand the implications of the preceding model for observed schooling
Ž .and earnings outcomes, note that equation 2 implies a model for log earnings

of the form

1 2log y �� �b S � k S ,i i i i 1 i2

where � is a person-specific constant of integration.9 This is a somewhat morei
general version of the semi-logarithmic functional form adopted in Mincer
Ž .1974 and hundreds of subsequent studies. In particular, individual heterogene-

Ž .ity is allowed to affect both the intercept of the earnings equation via � andi
Ž .the slope of the earnings-schooling relation via b . It is convenient to rewritei

this equation as

1 2Ž .5 log y �a �bS � k S �a � b �b S ,Ž .i 0 i 1 i i i i2

7There is also an uninteresting case in which both b and r are degenerate.i i
8 Ž . Ž .See Freeman 1986 and Willis 1986 for some discussion of the general equilibrium implica-

tions of optimal schooling models.
9 Under the assumption of separability, the lifecycle earnings function also contains an additive

experience term, which I will ignore for notational simplicity.
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RETURN TO SCHOOLING 1133

Ž . Ž .where a �� �a has mean 0. Equations 4 and 5 together describe ai i 0
two-equation system for schooling and earnings in terms of the underlying
random variables a , b , and r .i i i

ŽIgnoring other covariates or assuming these have already been conditioned
.out it is straightforward to derive the implications of this model for conven-

Ž .tional ordinary least squares OLS estimates of the return to schooling. To
Ž .proceed, consider the linear projections of a and b �b on observed school-i i

ing:

Ž .6a a �� S �S �u ,Ž .i 0 i i

Ž .6b b �b�� S �S �	 ,Ž .i 0 i i

� � � �where S represents the mean of schooling and E S u �E S 	 �0. Substitut-i i i i
Ž .ing these expressions into 5 , the earnings function can be written as

1 2Ž .log y �constant � b�� �� S S � � � k S �u �	 S .Ž .i 0 0 i 0 1 i i i i2

� 2 �In general the orthogonality of 	 and S does not imply that E 	 S �0: thus,i i i i
the residual component 	 S may be correlated with schooling. However, if thei i
third central moments of the joint distribution of b and r are all zero, then 	 Si i i i

10 3�Ž . �will be uncorrelated with S . Moreover, in this case E S �S �0, implyingi i
2that the linear projection of S on S has slope 2S. Under this assumption thei i

Ž .probability limit of the ordinary least squares OLS regression coefficient bol s
from a regression of log earnings on schooling is

1Ž . Ž .7 plim b �b�� �� S�2S� � � kol s 0 0 0 12

�b�k S�� �� S1 0 0

��� �� S.0 0

Ž .More generally equation 7 includes an additional term that depends on the
third moments of b and r .11

i i

10 � � � �Alternatively, if the orthogonality condition E S 	 �0 is replaced by the assumption E 	 
Si i i i
Ž . � 2 � � � 2 �4�0 i.e., that the conditional expectation of b is linear in S , then E 	 S �E E 	 S 
S �0.i i i i i i i

11 In the general case the linear projection of S2 on S has slopei i

3Ž . � �2S�E S �S �var S , andi i

2 3� � Ž .Ž . Ž .cov 	 S , S �E b �b S �S �� E S �S .i i i i i 0 i

Ž .Taking these expressions into consideration, equation 7 includes another term:

32 1�Ž .Ž . � � � Ž . � �E b �b S �S �var S � k E S �S �var S .i i i 1 i i2
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DAVID CARD1134

Ž .Equation 7 generalizes the conventional analysis of ability bias in the
relationship between schooling and earnings.12 Suppose that there is no hetero-

Ž .geneity in the marginal benefits of schooling i.e., b �b and that log earningsi
Ž . Ž .are linear in schooling i.e. k �0 . Then 7 implies that1

plim b �b�� ,o l s 0

which is the standard expression for the asymptotic bias in the estimated return
to schooling that arises by applying the omitted variables formula to an earnings
model with a constant schooling coefficient b. According to the model presented
here, this bias arises through the correlation between the ability component ai
and the marginal cost of schooling r . If marginal costs are lower for people whoi
would tend to earn more at any level of schooling, then � �0, implying thatr a
� �0.0

If both the intercept and slope of the earnings function vary across individu-
als, then the situation is a little more complex. Since people with a higher return
to education have an incentive to acquire more schooling, a cross-sectional
regression of earnings on schooling is likely to yield an upward-biased estimate
of the average marginal return to schooling, even ignoring variation in the
intercepts of the earnings function. The magnitude of this endogeneity or
comparative advantage bias depends on the relative importance of b in deter-i
mining the overall variance of schooling outcomes. Specifically, the fraction of
the variance of schooling attributable to differences in the slope of the

Žearnings-schooling relation as opposed to differences in tastes or access to
.funds can be defined as

� 2 ��b br
f� .2 2Ž .� �� �2�b r br

ŽAssuming that � �0 i.e., that the marginal benefits of schooling are no higherbr
.for people with higher marginal costs of schooling , f is bounded between 0 and
Ž . � � � �1. The projection coefficient defined in equation 6b is � �cov b , S �var S0 i i i

�k � f. Thus, the endogeneity bias component in the OLS estimator is � S�k � f0
�S, which is proportional to f. Even ignoring the traditional ability bias term � ,0
b is therefore an upward-biased estimate of  , with a larger bias the moreo l s
important are the comparative advantage incentives that lead individuals with
higher returns to schooling to acquire more schooling.

The analysis so far has ignored any problems arising from the mismeasure-
Ž .ment of schooling. Griliches 1977 argued that measurement errors in schooling

would lead to downward bias in the OLS estimate of the effect of schooling on
earnings that could partially offset any upward ability biases. To see this, assume

Ž 0. Ž .that observed schooling S differs from true schooling S by an additivei i

12 Throughout this paper I use the term ‘‘bias’’ to refer to the difference between the probability
limit of an estimator and some target parameter: typically the average marginal return to schooling
in the population under study.
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RETURN TO SCHOOLING 1135

error,

S0 �S �� ,i i i

where � has mean 0, variance � 2, and is uncorrelated with earnings. Assumingi �

Ž .that equation 7 describes the probability limit of an OLS estimator based on
true schooling, the use of observed schooling will yield an OLS estimator with

Ž . Ž .8 plim b �R �� �� S ,� 4o l s 0 0 0

� 0 � � 0 � Žwhere R �cov S , S �var S is the reliability of observed schooling i.e., the0 i i i
.slope of the linear projection of true schooling on observed schooling . If the

� �measurement errors are orthogonal to true schooling, then R �var S �0 i
� � � 24var S �� �1, and OLS using observed schooling will be downward-biasedi �

relative to the case of no measurement error. Research in the U.S. over the past
three decades has concluded that the reliability of self-reported schooling is

Ž Ž ..85�90 percent Angrist and Krueger 1999, Table 9 , implying that the down-
ward bias is on the order of 10�15 percent�enough to offset a modest upward
ability bias.

Ž .It is worth noting that equation 8 is valid regardless of whether the
measurement errors are orthogonal to true schooling or not. With correlated
measurement errors, however, the reliability of observed schooling may be
greater or less than 1. More importantly, the standard procedure for estimating
R , based on the correlation between two alternative survey measures of0

� �schooling, assumes that E S � �0. Since schooling is measured as a discretei i
variable with fixed upper and lower limits, this cannot be literally true: individu-
als with the highest level of schooling cannot report positive errors, while those
with the lowest level cannot report negative errors. Mean-regressive measure-
ment error is likely to lead conventional procedures to understate the actual
reliability of schooling.13 Thus, the actual attenuation of an OLS estimate may
be less than 10 percent.

B. Instrumental Variables Estimates of the Return to Schooling

Social scientists have long recognized that the cross-sectional correlation
between education and earnings may differ from the true causal effect of
education. A standard solution to the problem of causal inference is the method

Ž .of instrumental variables IV : a researcher posits the existence of an observable
Žcovariate that affects schooling choices but is uncorrelated with or even

.independent of the ability factors a and b . Recently, much attention hasi i
focused on supply-side sources of variation in schooling, attributable to such

13Suppose that there are two equally noisy measures x and x of a true quantity x, with1 2
� � Ž .x �x�e . Assume that the measurement errors are mean-regressive: E e 
x ��� x�� , forj j j

� �j�1, 2, where � is the mean of x. Let 	 �e �E e 
x and assume that 	 ’s are uncorrelated.j j j j
Traditionally, reliability is measured by the correlation of the two noisy measures: � �

� � � � Ž .cov x , x �var x . Under the preceding assumptions, however, �� 1�� R, implying that R��.1 2 1
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features as the minimum school-leaving age, tuition costs, or the geographic
proximity of schools. As in standard market settings, variables from the supply
side are an obvious source of identifying information for estimating demand-side
parameters.

To proceed, suppose that the marginal cost component r is linearly related toi
a set of observable variables Z :i

r �Z � �� ,i i 1 i

� �where � incorporates other unobserved taste and cost factors, and E � Z �0.i i i
The optimal schooling choice is

Ž . Ž .4� S � b � r �ki i i

�Z ��� ,i i

Ž .where Z � � b�k � Z � �k and � � b � b � � �k. If a is the onlyi i 1 i i i i
Ž . Ž .individual-specific component of ability, then equations 4� and 5 constitute a

standard simultaneous equations system and the assumption that Z is uncorre-i
Ž � � .lated with ability E a Z �0 is sufficient to ensure that an IV estimator basedi i

14on Z will yield a consistent estimate of the average return to schooling b. Ifi
there is heterogeneity in returns to education, however, somewhat stronger
assumptions are needed for IV to yield a consistent estimate of the average

Ž .return to schooling, since the residual earnings component b �b S may bei i
correlated with Z even if Z is orthogonal to b .i i i

Ž .One sufficient condition is that Z is independent of individual abilities a , bi i i
and the reduced form schooling residual � .15 In this casei

1 2� �E log y 
Z �E a �bS � k S �a � b �b S 
ZŽ .i i 0 i 1 i i i i i2

21Ž . Ž .�a �E b Z ��� 
Z � k E Z ��� 
Z0 i i i 1 i i i2

� � Ž .�E a 
Z �E b �b Z ��� 
ZŽ .i i i i i i

21 1 2Ž .�a �bZ �� k Z � � k E � 
Z0 i 1 i 1 i i2 2

�E b �b � 
Z .Ž .i i i

Under independence the two conditional expectations in this expression are
constant for all values of Z , implying that the coefficients from the second stagei

Žof a modified two-stage least squares system in which actual schooling and its
.square are replaced by predicted schooling and its square will be consistent for

1b and � k , respectively. Thus the average marginal return to schooling can be12

consistently estimated by IV.

14 If earnings are a quadratic function of schooling, then Z and its square can be used asi
instruments.

15 Ž .This case is considered by Heckman and Vytlacil 1998 .
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RETURN TO SCHOOLING 1137

A slightly weaker set of sufficient conditions for consistency was proposed by
Ž .Wooldridge 1997 . In particular, suppose that the individual-specific hetero-

Ž � � � �geneity components are mean-independent of Z i.e., E � 
Z �0, E a 
Z �i i i i
�Ž . � .0, and E b �b 
Z �0 , and that two additional assumptions are satisfied:i i

2 2Ž .9a E � 
Z �� ,i i �

Ž .9b E b �b 
S , Z �� � .Ž .i i i 0 i

Ž . Ž .Equation 9a requires that the reduced form schooling residual in equation 4�
Ž .be homoskedastic, while equation 9b specifies that the conditional expectation

Ž . 16of individual ability b be linear in the schooling residual. Under thesei
assumptions the conditional expectation of the residual earnings component
attributable to heterogeneity in returns is

E b �b S 
Z �E E b �b S 
S , Z 
ZŽ . Ž .i i i i i i i i

�� � 2 ,0 �

implying that

21 1 2� � Ž . Ž .E log y 
Z �a �b �Z �� k Z � � � � k � .i i 0 i 1 i 0 1 �2 2

Again, this condition ensures that the probability limits of the second-stage
coefficients of predicted education and its square in the IV procedure are b and

1 17� k , respectively.12

Unfortunately, the assumptions that Z is independent of ability and thei
Ž .reduced form schooling residual � , or the slightly weaker assumptions in 9ai

Ž .and 9b , are likely to be violated when Z is a variable representing exposure toi
different institutional structures on the supply side of the education system. The
reason is that the entire mapping between ability and schooling is likely to be
affected by a change in educational institutions, leading to a systematic correla-

Ž .tion between b �b S and Z . To illustrate this point in the context of thei i i
model, consider IV estimation based on a schooling reform that leads to a
proportional reduction in the marginal cost of schooling for students in a

Ž .specific set of schools or in a specific cohort . Assume that the joint distribution
Ž .of abilities and tastes a , b , r is the same for individuals who attended thei i i

Ž . Ž .reformed schools indexed by Z �1 and those who did not indexed by Z �0 ,i i
but that in the reformed schools the optimal school choice is given by

Ž . Ž .4� S � b �� r �k ,i i i

16 Ž . Ž � �.Equation 6b above specifies the linear projection of b on schooling as � S �E S . If thei 0 i i
conditional expectation is linear, it has the same coefficient as the linear projection.

17 Ž .If k �0 i.e., earnings are a linear function of schooling Wooldridge shows that assumptions1
2 2Ž . Ž . �Ž . � � � Ž .9a and 9b can be replaced by E b �b 
Z �� , and E � 
b , Z �� b �b . Under thesei i b i i i 1 i

2�Ž . �assumptions, E b �b S 
Z �� � , implying that the heterogeneity component of the earningsi i i 1 b
residual is uncorrelated with the instruments.
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where ��1. Let r � r�� , and observe that among individuals who attendedi i
the unreformed schools,

Ž .S � b� r �k� b �b�� �kŽ .i i i

�� �� ,0 i0

whereas among individuals who attended reformed schools,

Ž . Ž .S � b� r �k� 1�� r�k� b �b��� �kŽ .i i i

�� �� �� .0 1 i1

The reduced form schooling equation is therefore

S �� �Z � �� ,i 0 i 1 i

Ž .where � � 1�Z � �Z � . Since the schooling reform lowers the effect ofi i i0 i i1
� � �cost differences in the optimal schooling decision, var � 
Z �1 �var � 
Z �i i i i

� Ž .0 , violating independence and the homoskedasticity assumption 9a . Moreover,
� � � � Ž .unless � �0, cov b , � 
Z �1 �cov b , � 
Z �0 . Thus, assumption 9b isbr i i i i i i

unlikely to hold.
Some evidence that changes in the institutional structure of the education

system affect the mapping between ability and schooling outcomes is presented
in Table I. This table reports the coefficients of an IQ measure from a series of

Ždescriptive regression models fit to the completed schooling of young men age
. 1814�24 in 1966 in the National Longitudinal Study. As shown in columns 1 and

2, IQ is a strong predictor of education, explaining about 25 percent of the
variation in schooling outcomes among men in the sample. A one-standard

TABLE I

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN IQ AND SCHOOLING

Pooled Near Not Near
Sample College College

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 3 4 5 6

Coefficient of IQ 0.075 0.068 0.081 0.072 0.059 0.058
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0.003 0.003 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.006

Other Controls No Yes No Yes No Yes
R-squared 0.260 0.348 0.249 0.375 0.175 0.299
Number of 2,061 2,061 1,460 1,460 601 601

Observations

Note: Table reports coefficient of IQ in a linear regression model for completed education in 1976.
Models in odd columns include no other controls. Models in even columns include both parents’ education,
age and age-squared, indicators for race, family structure at age 14, and region in 1966. Near College

Ž .subgroup are those whose county of residence in 1966 had a local 4-year college public or private . Sample
includes men in the NLS Young Men sample who were interviewed in 1976 and who have valid education
data for their parents and an IQ score obtained from their school records.

18 Schooling is taken from the 1976 interview, when the men were 24�34 years old. IQ measures
were retrieved by NLS staff from the school records of men in the sample, and converted to a

Ž .standardized basis with mean 100 and standard deviation 15 .
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RETURN TO SCHOOLING 1139

Ž .deviation increase in IQ e.g. from 95 to 110 is associated with 1.1 additional
years of schooling when other background factors are ignored, and 1.0 added
years of schooling when age, race, parental education, region of residence, and
family structure at age 14 are all taken into account.

In the mid-1960s about 30 percent of the young men in the NLS sample lived
Ž .in a county with no local 4-year college either public or private . As noted in

Ž .Card 1995 , college proximity has a strong effect on completed education, even
controlling for parental education, region, and IQ. Assuming that the presence

Žof a nearby college is uncorrelated with ability controlling for family back-
.ground factors , college proximity is a potential instrumental variable for school-

ing. Even if ability is independent of college proximity, however, the remaining
Žcolumns of Table I show that the correlation between education and ability as

.measured by IQ is different for men who grew up near a college and those who
did not. Consistent with the idea that college proximity reduces the relative
importance of cost factors in the schooling decision, the effect of IQ on
completed education is significantly stronger among men who lived near a
college than among those who did not. These results suggest that changes in the
institutional structure of the education system can affect the mapping between
individual ability and education outcomes, leading to a violation of assumptions
such as independence or homoskedasticity needed for a conventional IV estima-
tor to yield a consistent estimate of the average marginal return to education.

C. Alternati	es to IV

A closely-related alternative to IV estimation of a random coefficients model
is a control function approach, first proposed in the schooling context by Garen
Ž . 191984 . The basic idea of this approach is to make some assumptions about the
nature of the covariances between the unobserved ability components a and bi i
and the observable variables S and Z , and include additional terms in thei i
earnings model that capture these relationships. To illustrate, assume that all
unobserved ability and taste components are mean-independent of Z. Assume
further that the conditional expectations of the unobserved ability components
a and b are linear in the schooling residual:i i

Ž .9b E b �b 
S , Z �� � ,Ž .i i i 0 i

Ž . � �9c E a 
S , Z �� � .i i i 0 i

Ž . Ž . Ž .Equations 5 , 9b , and 9c imply that

1 2� �E log y 
S , Z �a �bS � k S �� � �� � S .i i i 0 i 1 i 0 i 0 i i2

19 Ž .Willis and Rosen 1979 present a model with only two levels of education that includes both a
random intercept in the earnings function and random earnings gain associated with the higher
education choice. Their estimation procedure is essentially a control function approach.
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This equation can be estimated by a two-step procedure in which the estimated
ˆresidual � from the reduced form schooling equation is substituted for � , andi i

ˆ 20� S is substituted for � S .i i i i
To illustrate the connection between this approach and conventional IV,

suppose that k �0. In this case it is well known that the inclusion of the1
ˆreduced form residual � associated with the endogenous regressor S leads toi i

an OLS estimate of the coefficient on schooling that is identical to the one
obtained by IV using Z as an instrument for S . Under the assumption thati i

ˆ� �E a 
S , Z �� � the addition of � to the estimated earnings function purgesi i i 0 i i
the observed relationship between log earnings and schooling of any effect of
a .21 However, standard IV will not eliminate the influence of the heterogeneityi

Ž . �Ž . � Žcomponent b �b S unless E b �b S 
Z is orthogonal to Z as is the casei i i i i i
Ž . . �Ž . �if 9b holds and � is homoskedastic . Assuming that E b �b 
S , Z is lineari i i i

ˆin the schooling residual � , however, the addition of � S as a second controli i i
variable is sufficient to eliminate endogeneity biases, even if the reduced form
schooling residual is heteroskedastic.

In the case where changes in the instrumental variable affect the entire
mapping between unobserved abilities and schooling outcomes, the assumption

�Ž . � � �that E b �b 
S , Z �� � is problematic, since cov b , � 
Z potentiallyi i i 0 i i 1 i
� �varies with Z , as does var � 
Z . Nevertheless, a simple extension of thei i i

Žcontrol function approach may be appropriate if Z is an indicator variable asi
. Ž . Ž .in the college proximity example . Specifically, replace 9b and 9c with

Ž . Ž .9b� E b �b 
S , Z �� 1�Z � �� Z � ,Ž .i i i 00 i i 01 i i

Ž . � � Ž .9c� E a 
S , Z �� 1�Z � �� Z � .i i i 00 i i 01 i i

Ž . Ž .According to 9b� and 9c� , the conditional expectations of the unobserved
ability components are still linear functions of the schooling residuals within a

Žparticular institutional setting, but a change in the education system from
.Z �0 to Z �1 is allowed to shift the relationship between schooling andi i

ability. These assumptions imply that

2� � Ž .E log y 
S , Z �a �b �S �1�2k S �� � � � �� Z �i i i 0 i 1 i 00 i 01 00 i i

Ž .�� S � � � �� Z S � .00 i i 01 00 i i i

This model adds four control functions to the earnings model: the schooling
residual, its interaction with Z , its interaction with S , and a three-way interac-i i
tion with S Z .i i

A more radical alternative to IV is maximum likelihood estimation of a
structural model of earnings and schooling, based on a complete specification of

20OLS estimation of the second step equation provides consistent coefficient estimates but the
standard errors have to be adjusted for the first stage estimation error, as in Murphy and Topel
Ž .1985 .

21 Ž .In fact all that is needed is the assumption that the linear projection of a on S , Z is linear ini i i
� �� , which will be true under the standard orthogonality assumption E a Z �0.i i i
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RETURN TO SCHOOLING 1141

the unobservable components in the earnings function and the utility function.
An advantage of this approach is that the earnings function can be made quite
general�for example, by allowing the returns to different years of schooling to
vary in a flexible manner with individual ability. Similarly, the choice function

Ž .can be precisely specified, rather than approximated as in equation 3 . Perhaps
even more importantly, by fitting such a model to panel data it may be possible
to recover information on the dynamic process by which individuals learn their
abilities and modify their schooling choices over time, as in recent studies by

Ž . Ž .Keane and Wolpin 1999 and Cameron and Taber 2000 . This is a promising
line of inquiry but is beyond the scope of this paper.

D. What Does IV Estimate?

If the returns to education vary across individuals and conditions such as
those described earlier are not satisfied, what does a conventional instrumental
variables estimator estimate? This question was addressed by Imbens and

Ž .Angrist 1994 in the context of a dichotomous instrument that is independent of
individual characteristics, and analyzed in more detail by Angrist and Imbens
Ž . Ž .1995 , Angrist, Imbens, and Rubin 1996 , and Angrist, Graddy, and Imbens
Ž .1995 . To illustrate the key results, consider a schooling reform indexed by Zi
that affects one of two otherwise identical populations. Suppose that a given
individual would have schooling level SC and earnings yC if he or she attendedi i

Ž .the regular school system i.e. if Z �0 , whereas the same individual wouldi
C Žhave a schooling outcome S ��S if he or she attended a reformed school i.e.i i

. 22if Z �1 . Let  denote individual i’s marginal return to schooling. Ignoringi i
second and higher-order terms, the effect of the schooling reform on earnings
for individual i is

� log y � ��S .i i i

The probability limit of an IV estimator of the return to schooling formed by
pooling random samples from the Z�0 and Z�1 populations and using Z asi
an instrument for schooling is

Ž . � � � �10 plim b �cov log y , Z �cov S , Zi	 i i i i

� � � �E log y 
Z �1 �E log y 
Z �0i i i i� � � � �E S 
Z �1 �E S 
Z �0i i i i

where expectations are taken over the joint distribution of the observable and
unobservable characteristics in the two populations. By assumption, these distri-

� � � � � �butions are the same, implying that E S 
Z �1 �E S 
Z �0 �E �S , andi i i i i

22 Ž . C Ž C .The reduced form model for observed schooling is S � 1�Z S �Z S ��S . The randomi i i i i i
variable �S may be a function of underlying cost and ability parameters, as well as other factors.i
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DAVID CARD1142

� � � � � �E log y 
Z �1 �E log y 
Z �0 �E  ��S . Thereforei i i i i i

� �E  ��Si iŽ .11 plim b � .i	 � �E �Si

� � � � � �Note that if E  ��S �E  �E �S , then the IV estimator provides ai i i i
� �consistent estimate of the average marginal return to education �E  . Thisi

will be true if the schooling reform induces an equal change in schooling for all
� �individuals, or more generally if E �S 
 is independent of  . Otherwise,i i i

under the assumption that �S �0 for all i, the ratio on the right-hand side ofi
Ž .equation 11 can be interpreted as a weighted average of the marginal returns

to education in the population, where the ‘‘weight’’ for any particular ‘‘person’’
is the relative size of the increment in his or her schooling induced by the

Ž � �. Ž .reform �S �E �S . Imbens and Angrist 1994 referred to this weightedi i
Ž .average as the local average treatment effect LATE . The bias in LATE

relative to  depends on the covariance of  and �S . An IV procedure basedi i
on a school reform that leads to bigger changes in the education choices of
people with relatively high marginal returns to education will tend to produce an
over-estimate of the average marginal return to education.

In this light it is interesting to reconsider the effects of a supply-side change
that causes a proportional reduction in the marginal cost of schooling, as

Ž .described by equation 4� . In the unreformed school system, individual i
with ability parameter b and cost parameter r � r�� obtains schooling S �i i i i
Ž .b � r �k, whereas the same individual in the reformed school system wouldi i

Ž .obtain schooling S � b �� r �k. The induced change in schooling for individ-i i i
ual i is

Ž . Ž . Ž .�S � r 1�� �k� r 1�� �k�� 1�� �k ,i i i

Ž .which is positive assuming r �0 . Thus the monotonicity assumption neededi
for a LATE interpretation is satisfied. Individual i’s marginal return to school-
ing in the absence of the intervention is

 �b �k Si i 1 i

Ž .�� b �b 1�k �k �� k �k .Ž .i 1 i 1

Ž .Substituting these expressions into equation 11 , the probability limit of the IV
estimator is

2 Ž .plim b �� � k �k�� 1�k �k �r .� 4i	 � 1 b� 1

If individuals with higher returns to schooling have lower discount rates, then
� �0 and the IV estimator may be positively or negatively biased relative tob�

23. A positive bias arises because the marginal return to schooling is decreasing

23 Ž .If � is the same for all i in which case everyone gets the same increment to schooling , theni
2� �� �0, and the IV estimator is consistent for . Alternatively, if earnings are linear in� b�

Ž .schooling k �0 and � �0 the estimator is also consistent. The latter assumptions satisfy the1 b�

Ž .second version of Wooldridge’s 1997 conditions, described in footnote 17.
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RETURN TO SCHOOLING 1143

in education if k �0: thus people with initially higher marginal costs of1
Ž .schooling who are more affected by the cost reduction tend to have higher

Ž .marginal returns to an additional year of schooling. Lang 1993 labeled this
phenomenon ‘‘discount rate bias.’’24 On the other hand, a negative bias arises
because people with higher marginal costs of education also tend to have lower
marginal returns to schooling if � �0. The positive bias is more likely tob�

� � 2dominate, the smaller is � relative to � and the more concave areb� �

individual earnings functions.
Two other features of an instrumental variables estimator of the return to

schooling are worth emphasizing. First, the probability limit of the IV estimator
is unaffected by classical measurement error in schooling.25 This in itself will
lead to a tendency for an IV estimator to exceed the corresponding OLS
estimator of the return to schooling. Second, the validity of a particular IV
estimator depends crucially on the assumption that the instruments are uncorre-
lated with other latent characteristics of individuals that may affect their
earnings. In the case of an IV estimator based on an indicator variable Z , fori
example, the IV estimator is numerically equal to the difference in mean log
earnings between the Z �1 group and the Z �0 group, divided by thei i
corresponding difference in mean schooling.26 If the difference in schooling is
small, e	en minor differences in mean earnings between the two groups will be
blown up by the IV procedure. If Z were randomly assigned, as in a truei
experiment, this would not be a particular problem. In observational studies,
however, inferences are based on differences between groups of individuals who
attended schools at different times, or in different locations, or had differences
in other characteristics such as month of birth. The use of these differences to
draw causal inferences about the effect of schooling requires careful considera-
tion of the maintained assumption that the groups are otherwise identical.

To illustrate the issues, consider an analysis of education and earnings for
Žindividuals in a specific cohort, relative to those in other surrounding cohorts as

Ž . Ž .in Ichino and Winter-Ebmer 1998 , or Lemieux and Card 1998 , described
.below . Assume that the reduced form schooling model for individual i in cohort

c is

S �� �Z � �� ,ic 0 ic 1 ic

Žwhere Z �1 if i is a member of cohort T , and 0 otherwise, and � � 1�ic ic
.Z � �Z � . The incremental gain in education associated with member-ic i0 c ic i1c

24As the model in Section I makes clear, variation in the marginal cost of schooling may reflect
tastes for schooling versus work, as well as differences in discount rates. The term ‘‘discount rate
bias’’ may convey an overly restrictive interpretation of the underlying phenomenon.

25 This assumes that the instrumental variable is uncorrelated with the measurement error in
Ž .schooling. Kane, Rouse, and Staiger 1999 note that if the measurement errors in schooling are

larger, or more systematically correlated with true schooling for a subset of observations that
receives more weight in the LATE formula, then IV may be biased.

26 If other covariates are included in the model, then the means for each subsample are adjusted
for the effects of the covariates.
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Ž .ship in the affected cohort relative to the comparison cohorts is �S �� �ic 1
� �� . Assume that the earnings function isi1c i1c

log y �a � S �a �e ,ic 0 i ic ic ic

where e is an error component capturing determinants of earnings other thanic
ability or education. Suppose that individuals in different cohorts have the same
distributions of ability and tastes, so that

� � � � � �E a � S �a 
c�T �E a � S �a 
c�T �E  �S .0 i ic ic 0 i ic ic i ic

Finally, assume that e �e �� where e is a random effect representing theic c ic c
influence of unobserved factors that are common across individuals in the same
cohort.27 In this case, an IV estimator based on membership in cohort T has

� � Ž .E  ��S �e �Average e 
c�Ti i T c
plim b � ,i	 � �E �Si

Ž .where Average e 
c�T represents a weighted average of the cohort effectsc
for the comparison cohorts.28 Although one can think of e as a random variablec
that averages to 0 across many cohorts, the IV estimator is based on the gap in
earnings between a particular cohort T and a fixed set of comparison cohorts.
To the extent that e is a ‘‘bad draw,’’ or the average of the cohort effects in theT
comparison sample is far from 0, the IV estimator may give a misleading
estimate of the return to education. Moreover, the conventional sampling error
of the IV estimator makes no allowance for any inherent uncertainty associated
with the variance of e .c

These considerations suggest that an IV procedure that implicitly compares
many subgroups of individuals�say, younger versus older cohorts in several
different regions�may be more reliable than one that relies on a single affected
subgroup. They also illustrate the importance of identifying interventions or
changes on the supply side of the education market that generate large changes
in schooling, since the bias associated with a particular realization of the cohort

� Ž .4effects is e �Average e 
c�T ��S, where �S is the difference in meanT c
schooling between the affected cohort and the comparison cohorts. If an

Ž .estimate of � the standard deviation of e is available, it may be useful toc c
make an assessment of the potential magnitude of any biases associated with a

� �‘‘bad draw’’ on e by comparing the magnitudes of b to � ��S. If � � �S isT i	 c c
� �large relative to b , a cross-cohort comparison is not a particularly attractivei	

basis for inferring the causal effect of schooling.

27An example of such a factor is the state of the business cycle at the beginning of the cohort’s
Žlabor market career, which may exert a permanent effect on the cohort’s earnings see Beaudry and

Ž ..DiNardo 1991 .
28 The weights are the relative fractions of the comparison sample from each of the comparison

cohorts, which are assumed to be fixed as the sample size grows.
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RETURN TO SCHOOLING 1145

3. INSTRUMENTAL VARIABLES ESTIMATES OF THE RETURN TO

SCHOOLING

I now turn to a selective review of recent studies that have used institutional
features of the schooling system to identify the return to schooling.29 Table II
summarizes eleven recent studies that estimate the return to schooling using
instrumental variables based on this idea. For each study I report both OLS and
IV estimates derived from the same sample with the same control variables.

Ž .The first entry in the table is Angrist and Krueger’s 1991 landmark study of
compulsory schooling and education, which uses an individual’s quarter of birth
Ž .interacted with year of birth or state of birth in some specifications as an
instrument for schooling. Angrist and Krueger observed that U.S. men born
from 1930 to 1959 with birth dates earlier in the year have slightly less schooling
then men born later in the year�an effect they attribute to compulsory
schooling laws. Specifically, they note that children born in the same calendar

Žyear generally start school at the same time e.g. in September of the year they
.turn 6 . As a result of this institutional feature, individuals born earlier in the

year reach the minimum school-leaving age at a lower grade than people born
later in the year, allowing those who want to drop out as soon as legally possible
to leave school with less education. Assuming that quarter of birth is indepen-
dent of taste and ability factors, this phenomenon generates exogenous variation
in education that can be used in an IV estimation scheme.

Angrist and Kreuger’s empirical analysis confirms that the quarterly pattern in
school attainment is paralleled by a similar pattern in earnings. As shown in
Table II, their IV estimates of the return to education are typically higher than
the corresponding OLS estimates, although for some cohorts and specifications
the two estimators are very close, and in no case is the difference between the
IV and OLS estimators statistically significant.

Angrist and Krueger’s findings have attracted much interest and some criti-
Ž .cism. Bound, Jaeger, and Baker 1995 pointed out that several of Angrist and

ŽKrueger’s IV models specifically, those that use interactions between quarter of
.birth and state of birth as predictors for education include large numbers of

weak instruments, and are therefore asymptotically biased toward the corre-
sponding OLS estimates. This ‘‘weak instruments’’ bias is not as serious for the
specifications reported in Table II, which rely on a more parsimonious set of
instruments. Moreover, to the extent that Angrist and Krueger’s IV estimates
are abo	e the corresponding OLS estimates, one might infer that asymptotically
unbiased estimates of the causal effect of education are even higher. This is

Ž .confirmed by the findings of Staiger and Stock 1997 , who re-analyzed the 1980
Census samples used by Angrist and Krueger and computed a variety of
asymptotically valid confidence intervals for standard IV and limited informa-

29 The idea of using institutional features of the school system to overcome problems of
endogeneity and unobserved ability is also proving useful in studies of the effect of school quality.

Ž .For example, Angrist and Lavy 1999 use information on legally-mandated maximum class sizes to
identify the effect of class size on student achievement.
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TABLE II

OLS AND IV ESTIMATES OF THE RETURN TO EDUCATION WITH INSTRUMENTS BASED ON FEATURES OF THE SCHOOL SYSTEM

Schooling Coefficients

Author Sample and Instrument OLS IV

1. Angrist and 1970 and 1980 Census Data, Men. 1920�29 cohort in 1970 0.070 0.101
Ž . Ž . Ž .Krueger 1991 Instruments are quarter of birth 0.000 0.033

interacted with year of birth. Controls
include quadratic in age and indicators for 1930�39 cohort in 1980 0.063 0.060

Ž . Ž .race, marital status, urban residence. 0.000 0.030

1940�49 cohort in 1980 0.052 0.078
Ž . Ž .0.000 0.030

2. Staiger and 1980 Census, Men. Instruments are quarter 1930�39 cohort in 1980 0.063 0.098
Ž . Ž . Ž .Stock 1997 of birth interacted with state and year 0.000 0.015

of birth. Controls are same as in Angrist
and Krueger, plus indicators for state of 1940�49 cohort in 1980 0.052 0.088

Ž . Ž .birth. LIML estimates. 0.000 0.018

3. Kane and NLS Class of 1972, Women. Instruments Models without test score 0.080 0.091
Ž . Ž . Ž .Rouse 1993 are tuition at 2 and 4-year state colleges or parental education 0.005 0.033

and distance to nearest college. Controls
include race, part-time status, experience. Models with test scores 0.063 0.094

Ž . Ž .Note: Schooling measured in units and parental education 0.005 0.042
of college credit equivalents.

Ž . Ž .4. Card 1995b NLS Young Men 1966 Cohort Instrument Models that use college 0.073 0.132
Ž . Ž .is an indicator for a nearby 4-year college proximity as instrument 0.004 0.049

Ž .in 1966, or the interaction of this with 1976 earnings
parental education. Controls include Models that use college � 0.097

Ž . Ž .race, experience treated as endogenous , proximity� family back- 0.048
region, and parental education ground as instrument
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5. Conneely and Finnish men who served in the army in 1982, and Models that exclude parental 0.085 0.110
Ž . Ž . Ž .Uusitalo 1997 were working full time in civilian jobs in 1994. education and earnings 0.001 0.024

Administrative earnings and education data.
Instrument is living in university town in 1980. Models that include parental 0.083 0.098

Ž . Ž .Controls include quadratic in experience and education and earnings 0.001 0.035
parental education and earnings.

Ž .6. Harmon and British Family Expenditure Survey 1978�86 men . 0.061 0.153
Ž . Ž . Ž .Walker 1995 Instruments are indicators for changes in the 0.001 0.015

minimum school leaving age in 1947 and 1973.
Controls include quadratic in age, survey year,
and region.

7. Ichino and Austria: 1983 Census, men born before 1946. Austrian Men 0.518 0.947
Ž . Ž .Winter-Ebmer Germany: 1986 GSOEP for adult men. Instrument 0.015 0.343

Ž . Ž1998 is indicator for 1930�35 cohort. Second German
.IV also uses dummy for father’s veteran status . German Men 0.289 0.590�0.708

Ž . Ž . Ž .Controls include age, unemployment rate at 0.031 0.844 0.279
Ž .age 14, and father’s education Germany only .

Education measure is dummy for high school or more.

8. Lemieux and Canadian Census, 1971 and 1981: French-speaking 1971 Census: 0.070 0.164
Ž . Ž . Ž .Card 1998 men in Quebec and English-speaking in Ontario. 0.002 0.053

Instrument is dummy for Ontario men age 19�22
in 1946. Controls include full set of experience 1981 Census: 0.062 0.076

Ž . Ž .dummies and Quebec-specific cubic experience 0.001 0.022
profile.

Ž . Ž9. Meghir and Palme Swedish Level of Living Survey SLLS data SLLS Data Years of 0.028 0.036
Ž . . Ž . Ž .1999 for men born 1945�55, with earnings in 1991, education 0.007 0.021

Ž .and Individual Statistics IS sample of men
born in 1948 and 1953, with earnings in 1993. IS Data 0.222 0.245

Ž Ž . Ž .Instrument is dummy for attending ‘‘reformed’’ Dummy for 1�2 years 0.020 0.082
school system at age 13. Other controls include of college relative to

.cohort, father’s education, and county dummies. minimum schooling
Models for IS data also include test scores
at age 13.
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TABLE II�Continued

Schooling Coefficients

Author Sample and Instrument OLS IV

Ž . Ž .10. Maluccio 1997 Bicol Multipurpose Survey rural Philippines : Models that do not control for 0.073 0.145
Ž . Ž .male and female wage earners age 20�44 in selection of employment 0.011 0.041

1994, whose families were interviewed in 1978. status or location
Instruments are distance to nearest high
school and indicator for local private high Models with selection 0.063 0.113

Ž . Ž .school. Controls include quadratic in age and correction for location 0.006 0.033
indicators for gender and residence in a and employment status
rural community.

Ž .11. Duflo 1999 1995 Intercensal Survey of Indonesia: men born Model for hourly wage 0.078 0.064�0.091
Ž . Ž . Ž .1950�72. Instruments are interactions of birth 0.001 0.025 0.023

year and targeted level of school building
activity in region of birth. Other controls are Model for monthly wage with 0.057 0.064�0.049

Ž . Ž . Ž .dummies for year and region of birth and imputation for self-employed. 0.003 0.017 0.013
interactions of year of birth and child
population in region of birth. Second IV
adds controls for year of birth interacted
with regional enrollment rate and presence
of water and sanitation programs in region.

Notes: See text for sources and more information on individual studies.
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RETURN TO SCHOOLING 1149

Ž .tion maximum likelihood LIML estimates. Staiger and Stock’s preferred LIML
estimates, utilizing quarter of birth interacted with state of birth and year of
birth as instruments, are reported in row 2 of Table II. These are uniformly
above the corresponding two-stage least squares estimates, and 50�70 percent
higher than the OLS estimates.

A second criticism of Angrist and Krueger’s findings, raised by Bound and
Ž .Jaeger 1996 , is that quarter of birth may be correlated with unobserved ability

differences. Bound and Jaeger examine the schooling outcomes of earlier
cohorts of men who were not subject to compulsory schooling institutions and
find some evidence of seasonal patterns. They also discuss evidence from the
sociobiology and psychobiology literature that suggests that season of birth is
related to family background. To the extent that children born earlier in the
year have poorer family backgrounds, one might expect them to have lower
completed education and lower earnings. Moreover, if the quarterly patterns of
education and earnings are solely attributable to differences in family back-
ground, then Angrist and Krueger’s IV estimators have the same bias as IV
estimators based directly on family background.30 Although the Census data
used by Angrist and Krueger contain no information on family background, it is
possible to use other data sources to examine differences in family background
by quarter of birth for similar cohorts. For example, I used 1940 Census data to
compare the mean levels of parental education by quarter of birth for children
under one year of age.31 The mean levels of mother’s education for these

Žchildren are 9.04, 8.95, 8.97, and 8.95 for quarters I-IV, respectively with
.standard errors of about 0.05 . The corresponding means of father’s education

are 8.61, 8.50, 8.52, and 8.58. These comparisons give no indication that children
born in the first quarter come from relatively disadvantaged family backgrounds,
and suggest that the seasonal patterns identified by Angrist and Krueger are not
simply attributable to differences in family background.

Ž .The third study summarized in Table II, by Kane and Rouse 1993 , is
primarily concerned with the relative labor market valuation of credits from

Ž . Ž .regular 4-year and junior 2-year colleges. Their findings suggest that credits
awarded by the two types of colleges are interchangeable: in light of this
conclusion they measure schooling in terms of total college credit equivalents.
In analyzing the earnings effects of college credits, Kane and Rouse compare
OLS specifications against IV models that use the distance to the nearest 2-year
and 4-year colleges and state-specific tuition rates as instruments. Their IV
estimates based on these instruments are 15�50% above the corresponding OLS
specifications.

30 Ž .As noted in Card 1999 , IV estimators of the return to schooling using parental education as an
instrument tend to be substantially above the corresponding OLS estimators.

31 The 1940 Census, which was conducted in April, reports month of birth for children under one
year of age. There are 19,089 children under 1 year of age in the public use file, of whom 98.4
percent can be matched to a female head of household and 95.3 percent can be matched to a male
head of household.
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Ž . Ž .Two subsequent studies by Card 1995 and Conneely and Uusitalo 1997
examine the schooling and earnings differentials associated with growing up
near a college or university. In my 1995 study I found that when college
proximity is used as an instrument for schooling in the National Longitudinal

Ž .Survey NLS Young Men sample, the resulting IV estimator is substantially
above the corresponding OLS estimator, although rather imprecise. Consistent
with the idea that accessibility matters more for individuals on the margin of
continuing their education, college proximity is found to have a bigger effect for
children of less-educated parents.32 This suggests an alternative specification
that uses interactions of college proximity with family background variables as
instruments for schooling, and includes college proximity as a direct control
variable. The IV estimate from this interacted specification is somewhat lower
than the estimate using college proximity alone, but still about 30 percent above
the OLS estimate.

Ž .The Conneely-Uusitalo 1997 study utilizes a very rich Finnish data set that
combines family background information, military test scores, and administra-
tive earnings data for men who served in the army in 1982. Like Kane and

Ž . Ž .Rouse 1993 and Card 1995 they find that IV estimates of the return to
schooling based on college proximity exceed the corresponding OLS estimates
by 20�30 percent, depending on what other controls are added to the model. It
is worth noting that all three of these studies report models that control for a
fairly detailed set of family background characteristics. Such controls are desir-
able if families that live near colleges have different family backgrounds, and if
family background has some independent causal effect on earnings. Conneely
and Uusitalo’s IV estimate controlling for parental education and earnings is
below the IV estimate that excludes these controls, but is still above the simplest
OLS estimate without family background controls. Despite the rather large size

Ž .of their sample about 22,000 observations and the very high quality of their
underlying data, however, Conneely and Uusitalo’s IV estimates are somewhat
imprecise, and are not significantly different from their OLS estimates.33

The next group of four studies in Table II uses cohort differences as a source
Ž .of identification of the return to schooling. Harmon and Walker 1995 study the

returns to education among British male household heads using changes in the
legal minimum school-leaving age as instruments for completed education.
Their instruments distinguish between three cohorts of men: those born before
1932, who faced a minimum school-leaving age of 14; those born from 1933 to
1957, who faced a minimum age of 15; and those born after 1957, who faced a
minimum age of 16. As shown in Table II the IV estimate based on these cohort

Ždummies is considerably above the corresponding OLS estimate 2.5 times

32 Ž .Kling 1999 re-analyses the same data and reports similar findings, including significant
differences in the distribution of schooling attainment between those near and far from college in
the lowest quartiles of family background.

33Conneely and Uusitalo also implement a more general control function estimator, as described
above.
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RETURN TO SCHOOLING 1151

.higher and is relatively precise. Several features of their estimation strategy
suggest the need for caution in the interpretation of these findings, however.
Most importantly, the 1947 law change�which is the major source of identifi-
cation in their results�came just after World War II and may capture other
cohort differences between those who attended school before, during, and after
WWII.34 Moreover, Harmon and Walker do not allow for systematic inter-cohort
growth in educational attainment, other than that attributable to the law
changes in 1974 and 1973.35 Both these factors may affect their IV estimators,
which pool many cohorts of men, rather than relying on comparisons between
cohorts who attended school just before and just after the law changes.

Ž .The seventh study in Table II, by Ichino and Winter-Ebmer 1998 , focuses on
the disruptive effects of World War II on the schooling of children in Austria
and Germany born between 1930 and 1935. They argue that WWII had a
particularly strong effect on the educational attainment of children who reached
their early teens during the war and lived in countries directly subject to
hostilities. Using data for 14 countries they find relatively big differences in
completed education for children in the 1930�35 cohort in countries that were

Ž .most heavily affected by the war e.g. Germany, Austria, and the U.K. but
Žrelatively small differences for this cohort in other places e.g. the U.S. and

.Ireland . When they use an indicator for the 1930�35 cohort as an instrument
Žfor schooling measured by a single dummy variable indicating more than a

.minimal level of schooling they find that the earnings advantage roughly
doubles from its OLS value in both Austria and Germany, although the IV
estimates are imprecise. While one might be concerned that the 1930�35 cohort
suffered other disadvantages besides their disrupted education careers, these

Ž .results are comparable to Harmon and Walker’s 1995 in terms of the magni-
tude of the IV�OLS gap. For their German sample Ichino and Winter-Ebmer
also consider a second IV estimator that uses cohort and father’s veteran status
as instruments. The resulting estimate is slightly larger and substantially more
precise than the one based on cohort alone.

Ž .Study number 8 in Table II, by Lemieux and Card 1998 , also uses a
cohort-specific difference in educational attainment attributable to WWII. In
this case, the differential is associated with educational benefits offered to
Canadian veterans.36 Lemieux and Card note that the fraction of veterans was
much higher among English-speaking Canadians than French-speaking Canadi-
ans. Moreover, after the war, French-speaking colleges in Quebec made few

34 Ž .As noted below, Ichino and Winter-Ebmer 1998 find that the educational attainments of
children born between 1930 and 1935 were substantially below those of children born just earlier or
later in many European countries.

35 Their specifications control for age and survey year. One can infer the presence of important
cohort effects from the fact that their survey year effects show a 0.5 year rise in educational
attainment between surveys in 1979 and 1986, controlling for age and the school-leaving age
indicators.

36A similar package of education benefits�known as the G.I. Bill�was available to U.S.
veterans, and is credited with fundamentally changing U.S. higher education.
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DAVID CARD1152

changes to accommodate returning veterans, whereas universities in the rest of
Canada set up transitional programs that allowed many veterans�including
those who had not finished high school�to enter college. This combination of
factors meant that veteran education benefits had little or no effect on French-
speaking Canadians, but a potentially large effect among English-speakers. In
view of the difference, Lemieux and Card use the interaction of English-speak-
ing ethnicity with a cohort effect for men who were age 19�22 in 1946 as an
instrument for education. The advantage of this strategy is that it allows for
arbitrary cohort effects in observed earnings and educational attainment, and
relies on differences between English and French speakers in one cohort
relative to others to identify the return to education. Instrumental variables
estimates based on this strategy are 20�100 percent above the corresponding
OLS estimates of the return to education, with the more precise estimates
nearer the bottom of this range.

Ž .The fourth cohort-based study, by Meghir and Palme 1999 , examines educa-
tion and earnings outcomes of Swedish men born in the late 1940’s and early
1950’s who were affected by the introduction of a new education system that
raised the minimum years of schooling by 2 and instituted other changes. The
new system was introduced on a municipality-by-municipality basis over the
1950�62 period. By 1961 about one-half of municipalities were operating under
the new system and in 1962 the system was implemented nationally. Meghir and
Palme use a simple dummy variable indicating whether an individual attended a
reformed school system as an instrument for schooling. Their reduced-form
models suggest that average years of schooling are about 0.8 years higher for
men who attended the reformed schools than for those who did not, controlling
for year of birth, father’s education, and county of residence.

To evaluate the earnings impacts of this extra education Meghir and Palme
use two samples: a small sample of men born from 1945 to 1955 and interviewed

Ž .in the 1991 Swedish Level of Living Survey SLLS ; and a larger sample of men
Ž .born in 1948 and 1953 and included in the Individual Statistics IS data set.

Both surveys are linked to administrative earnings records and therefore provide
relatively precise earnings data. The IS data set also includes a battery of test
information obtained on individuals at age 12�13. Using the SLLS data set, they
obtain an OLS estimate of 0.028 for the return to schooling, and a correspond-
ing IV estimate of 0.036, although the latter is relatively imprecise.37 Meghir
and Palme’s results for the IS sample are derived from a model that includes
dummy variables for each of 6 education levels. Only the first 4 of these
dummies are treated as endogenous in their IV specifications, via the inclusion
of generalized residuals from an ordered probit model of schooling.38 I summa-
rize their results by reporting the OLS and IV estimates of the earnings
premium for the highest education level that is treated as endogenous. As in the

37 They also report a control function estimate from a model that includes the reduced form
schooling residual interacted with schooling. This estimate is very similar to the IV estimate.

38 Ž .A similar specification was implemented by Garen 1984 .
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RETURN TO SCHOOLING 1153

simpler linear models from the SLLS sample, the IV estimate from this
specification is slightly above the corresponding OLS estimate, although the
OLS�IV difference is not significant.

The final two studies in Table II are both based on data for developing
Ž .economies. Study number 10, by Maluccio 1997 , applies the school proximity

idea to data from the rural Philippines. Maluccio combines education and
earnings information for a sample of young adults with data for their parents’
households, including the distance to the nearest high school and an indicator
for the presence of a local private high school. These variables have a relatively
strong effect on completed education in this sample. Maluccio estimates OLS
and conventional IV models using school proximity as an instrument, as well as
IV models that include a selectivity correction for employment status and
location. Both IV estimates are substantially above the corresponding OLS
estimates. Maluccio’s analysis suggests that the reliability of his schooling
variable is somewhat lower than in conventional U.S. or European data sets,
accounting for some of the gap between the IV and OLS estimates. Maluccio
does not present OLS or IV models that control for family background. Rather,
he presents IV models that use parental education and wealth as additional
instruments for education, leading to slightly smaller but somewhat more precise
IV estimates.

Ž .The final study in Table II, by DuFlo 1998 , examines the education and
earnings trends associated with a school building program in Indonesia in the
1970’s. The program set a target number of primary schools to be built in each
of Indonesia’s 281 districts, based on the enrollment rate of primary-school age
children in the district in 1972. DuFlo shows that average educational attain-
ments rose more quickly in districts that had a greater program intensity,
measured by the target number of new schools per primary-school age student

Žin the district in 1971. She also argues that the program had a bigger effect on
.average for children who entered school later in the 1970’s, and no effect for

children who finished primary school before 1974. Based on these considerations
she uses interactions of year of birth with program intensity in the district of
birth as instruments for schooling. Her samples include individuals age 2�24 in
1974: those who were age 13�24 are presumed to have been unaffected by the

Žschool building program and are therefore assigned a 0 value for the program
.intensity variable . The presence of these ‘‘unaffected’’ individuals in each

district allows her to include unrestricted district-specific fixed effects in the
earnings models.

ŽDuFlo’s basic OLS and IV models are fit to a sample of wage-earners as of
.1991 . The OLS estimate of the return to schooling using hourly wages of this

sample is 0.078, while the IV estimate is slightly smaller�0.064 percent. The
magnitude of the OLS estimate is unaffected by the addition of controls for
region-specific enrollment rates prior to the school-building program and mea-
sures of spending on region-specific water and sanitation programs. The addition
of these controls to the IV models, however, leads to a slightly larger and
slightly more precise estimate, as shown by the second entry reported in the IV
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DAVID CARD1154

column of Table II. DuFlo also reports results based on monthly earnings, with
imputed values for self-employed workers. In these specifications the estimated
returns to schooling are somewhat lower: the OLS estimate is 0.057, the IV
estimate without added controls is 0.064, and the IV estimate with controls for
district-level enrollment rates before the school-building program and district-
level water and sanitation programs is 0.049. As in many of the other studies
summarized in Table II, none of the IV estimates is significantly different from
the corresponding OLS estimate.

In addition to the 11 studies included in Table II, a few other relatively recent
studies have used IV techniques to estimate the return to schooling. One

Ž .innovative example is Hausman and Taylor 1981 , which used the means of
Žthree time-varying covariates age and indicators for the incidence of bad health

.and unemployment as instruments for education in a panel data model of
earnings outcomes for prime-age men. Hausman and Taylor find that the return
to schooling rises from about 7 percent in OLS specifications to 12�13 percent
in their IV specifications. Although subsequent researchers have not directly
followed Hausman and Taylor’s methodology, their use of mean age as an
instrument for schooling is equivalent to using a linear cohort variable, and is
thus similar in spirit to several of the studies in Table II.

Another pair of studies not reported in Table II, by Angrist and Krueger
Ž .1992, 1995 , examines the effect of ‘‘draft avoidance’’ behavior on the education
and earnings of men who were at high risk of being drafted under the lottery
system used during the Viet Nam war. During one phase of the draft, enrolled
students could obtain draft exemptions, and many observers have argued that
draft avoidance led to higher college enrollment rates among men with the
highest probabilities of being drafted. If this was true, one could use draft
lottery numbers�which were randomly assigned by day of birth�as instru-

Ž .ments for education. While Angrist and Krueger 1992 reported initial IV
Ž Ž ..estimates based on this idea, subsequent research Angrist and Krueger 1995

showed that the link between lottery numbers and completed education is quite
weak. In fact, the differences in education across groups of men with different
lottery numbers are not statistically significant, suggesting that draft avoidance
by those with low lottery numbers had a negligible effect on their schooling
behavior.39

A third pair of recent papers not included in Table II are studies of the
Ž .returns to education in Ireland and Italy by Callan and Harmon 1999 and

Ž .Brunello and Miniaci 1999 . Both of these papers describe institutional changes
in the education systems of the two countries that potentially affected the
schooling attainments of more recent cohorts. In each case, however, the
‘‘school reform’’ instrument is combined with other instruments based on
parental education and�or socioeconomic class. Callan and Harmon report that

39 The conventional IV estimates are typically equal to or just above the OLS estimates. Angrist
Ž .and Krueger 1995 propose a ‘‘split sample’’ IV method to deal with the weak instruments problem.

The split-sample IV estimates are all very imprecise.
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RETURN TO SCHOOLING 1155

Žthe Irish schooling reform variables which capture changes in the school-leav-
.ing age and the introduction of free secondary education have no significant

effect on schooling attainment. Thus, the schooling reform variables by them-
selves are not useful instruments for education, and Callan and Harmon’s IV
estimates are driven by their family background instruments. Brunello and
Miniaci do not report a comparable test of the effects of the Italian reforms.
Nevertheless, an examination of inter-cohort trends in their data set suggests

Žthat the education reform they discuss a 1969 law that opened universities to all
.students regardless of high school curriculum had little discontinuous effect on

educational attainment.40 Even if the reform had some effect, it is likely to be
‘‘overpowered’’ in the reduced form models by the effects of parental education.
In light of the potential correlations between family background and ability
differences, IV estimators based on family background do not shed much light
on the magnitude of any ability or endogeneity biases in the return to education
Ž Ž . .see Card 1999 for an extended discussion .

Interpretation

An interesting finding that emerges from the studies in Table II is that
instrumental variables estimates of the return to schooling typically exceed the
corresponding OLS estimates�often by 20 percent or more. If one assumes on
a priori grounds that OLS methods lead to upward-biased estimates of the true
causal effect of schooling, the even larger IV estimates obtained in many recent
studies present something of a puzzle. A number of explanations have been

Ž .offered for this pattern. The first explanation�proposed by Griliches 1977 and
Ž .echoed by Angrist and Krueger 1991 �is that ability biases in the OLS

estimates of the return to schooling are relatively small, and that the gaps
between the IV and OLS estimates in Table II reflect the downward bias in the
OLS estimates attributable to measurement errors. The imprecision of most of
the IV estimates in Table II makes it difficult to rule out this explanation on a
study-by-study basis. Since measurement error bias by itself can only explain a
10 percent gap between OLS and IV, however, it seems unlikely that so many
studies would find large positive gaps between their IV and OLS estimates
simply because of measurement error.41

A second explanation is that the IV estimates are e	en further upward biased
than the corresponding OLS estimates by unobserved differences between the
characteristics of the ‘‘treatment’’ and ‘‘comparison’’ groups implicit in the IV
scheme. A two-stage least squares estimator based on a quasi-experimental
comparison can be interpreted as an estimate of the return to schooling using
grouped data, where there are only two groups. As in other situations where a

40 I am grateful to Marco Manacorda for his analysis of the Bank of Italy survey data.
41One caveat to this conclusion is the possibility that measurement errors are larger, or more

systematically correlated with schooling levels, for individuals most affected by the interventions
Ž .underlying the analyses in Table II. Kane, Rouse, and Staiger 1999 find some evidence of this.
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micro-level regression model is compared to a grouped regression, grouping may
accentuate any inherent biases in the micro-level model by reducing the vari-

Ž .ance in the independent variable schooling by more than it reduces the
covariance of the independent variable with the bias terms.42 This possibility can
never be ruled out on a priori grounds, and may be especially worrisome for
quasi-experimental comparisons based on treatment and comparison groups
that differ in terms of family background or measured ability. The only remedy
Ž .short of conducting randomized experiments is to compare the results from a
wide variety of different ‘‘quasi-experiments,’’ and to ensure that observable
differences between the treatment and comparison group are taken into consid-
eration whenever possible.

A third possibility, suggested in a recent overview of the returns to education
Ž .literature by Ashenfelter, Harmon, and Oosterbeek 1999 , is ‘‘specification

searching.’’ They hypothesize that in comparing alternative IV specifications,
researchers tend to favor those that yield a higher t statistic for the estimated
return to schooling. If minor changes in specification have little effect on the
precision of the IV estimator, but generate a range of point estimates, this
behavior will lead to a positive bias in the distribution of reported IV estimates,
and to a positive correlation across reported specifications between the IV-OLS
gap and the sampling error of the IV estimate. Ashenfelter, Harmon, and
Oosterbeek find such a positive correlation, and conclude that there may be
some specification search bias in the literature.43

A final explanation is that there is underlying heterogeneity in the returns to
education, and that many of the IV estimates based on supply-side innovations
tend to recover returns to education for a subset of individuals with relatively
high returns to education. Institutional features like compulsory schooling or the
accessibility of schools are most likely to affect the schooling choices of
individuals who would otherwise have relatively low schooling. If the main
reason that these individuals have low schooling is because of higher-than-aver-
age costs of schooling, rather than because of lower-than-average returns to
schooling, then ‘‘local average treatment effect’’ reasoning suggests that IV
estimators based on compulsory schooling or school proximity will yield esti-
mated returns to schooling above the average marginal return to schooling in
the population, and potentially above the corresponding OLS estimates. Under
this scenario, both the OLS and IV estimates are likely to be upward-biased

42 Ž .Consider a model for individuals who belong to groups indexed by j : y �a�bx �e . Thei j i j i j
� � � �asymptotic bias in the micro-level OLS regression coefficient is cov x , e �var x . If the model isi j i j i j
� � � �fit by weighted OLS to grouped data, the corresponding bias is cov x , e �var x , where x denotesj j j j

the mean of x in group j, and e is the mean residual in group j. The ecological fallacy problemi j j
� �arises because although var e may be small, the bias in the grouped data regression may be quitej

large.
43Across the 22 pairs of OLS and IV estimates in Table II there is a positive but insignificant

correlation between the ratio of the IV to the OLS estimates, and the ratio of the standard error of
the IV estimate to the OLS estimate. The correlation becomes significant if the Harmon-Walker
study is excluded.
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RETURN TO SCHOOLING 1157

estimates of the average marginal return to education. For policy evaluation
purposes, however, the average marginal return to schooling in the population
may be less relevant than the average return for the group who will be impacted
by a proposed reform. In such cases, the best available evidence may be IV
estimates of the return to schooling based on similar earlier reforms. The
pattern of results in Table II suggests that the OLS estimate, even if upward
biased as an estimate of the average causal effect of education, may be a
relatively conservative estimate of the causal effect for groups typically affected
by supply side reforms.

4. CONCLUSIONS

This paper reviews the recent literature that has attempted to measure the
causal effect of education on labor market earnings by using institutional
features on the supply side of the education system as exogenous determinants
of schooling outcomes. The idea of using supply-side shocks to identify
demand-side parameters is a cornerstone of structural econometric methodol-
ogy. Thus, I believe it is helpful to place the returns to education literature in a

Ž .standard ‘‘supply and demand’’ framework, as first suggested by Becker 1967 .
Such a framework immediately focuses attention on the rather special condi-
tions that are required in order for the labor market to be characterized by a
unique return to education. More generally, different individuals finish their
schooling at a point where the marginal return to the last unit of education may
be either above or below the average marginal return in the population as a
whole.

A supply and demand framework leads to a somewhat richer econometric
model for schooling and earnings than is usually adopted in the applied
literature. In particular, the implied data generation process for earnings has

Žboth a random intercept reflecting differences across individuals in the amount
.they could earn at every level of schooling and a random education slope

Ž .reflecting differences across individuals in the marginal return to education .
Although one can still estimate a standard human capital earnings function by
standard OLS or IV methods, the parameter estimates must be interpreted

Žcarefully. Even IV estimation based on ideal instruments observable factors
.that are by assumption independent of individual abilities will typically recover a

weighted average of returns to education for people whose education choices
were affected by the instrument, rather than the average marginal return to
education in the population.

The recent literature that uses supply-side features to instrument schooling
choices tends to find IV estimates of the return to schooling that are at least as
big and sometimes substantially bigger than the corresponding OLS estimates.
In many cases the IV estimates are relatively imprecise, and none of the
empirical strategies is based on true randomization. Thus, no individual study is
likely to be decisive in the debate over the magnitude of ability biases in OLS
estimates of the return to schooling. Taken as a whole, however, the findings
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DAVID CARD1158

Ž .from the recent IV literature are remarkably consistent with Griliches’ 1977
assessment of a much earlier set of studies, and point to a causal effect of
education that is as big or bigger than the OLS estimated return, at least for
people whose schooling choices are affected by the supply-side innovations that
have been studied so far.

Dept. of Economics � 3880, Uni	ersity of California Berkeley, Berkeley, CA
94720-3880, U.S.A.

Manuscript recei	ed April, 1999; final re	ision recei	ed June, 2000.
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